Chalk the Walk Guidelines and Information

Artists/Teams

- All artists must be registered by Wednesday, May 10. A minimum of 2 and a maximum of 4 people per team. No more than two teams from the same school/division will be permitted to enter.
- Spaces will be assigned the morning of Staff Fest. First come, first served.
- Artists may start as early as 9 am and must be finished by noon.
- Sidewalk spaces will be approximately 7’x 8’. Not all spaces are the same size and some spaces may include cracks/seams or be non-square shaped.

Rules

- Chalk art only to be produced in designated and assigned areas.
- Teams are competing to create a design that best embodies this year’s theme, *Planet Emory—Soaring to New Heights!*
- Teams must have at least 2 artists working together throughout the duration of their time creating the design. Teams with less than two artists will be disqualified from the vote.
- The *Chalk the Walk* winner will be voted on by Staff Fest attendees.
- Art created must be suitable for public and family viewing (no nude, or lewd art). No words or symbols intended as political statements may appear within the art.
- All art must only include chalk. Non-chalk props or items will exclude art from judging.
- Please respect others around you. Try to keep your supplies to a minimum and contained in your space.

Supplies

- An assortment of colored chalk, spray bottles of water for fixes, and rags will be provided.
- You can bring additional supplies. Suggested supplies include:
  - Additional rags or sponges to erase unwanted chalk.
  - Heavy fabric, carpet square or cardboard to stand, kneel or lean on to not smear your work.
  - Soft towel, gardener’s pad or knee pads to kneel on. Gloves to protect your hands
  - Chalkboard eraser, foam, terry cloth or short cut brushes for blending larger areas.
  - Additional chalk.